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Note:

Allquestions are
Instructions for
indicated. Against each compulsory.
question.
Q.1 Answer in Short any five
.

Write

of the

each

question are given Separately. Marks are

following questions. (5X4=20)

brief summary of the
poem 'Three years She Grew' by William
Wordsworth.
Do you feel that
ending of the story 'Death ofa clerk' is proper? If not what sort f
end you
would consider proper?

II.

a

How was the

king prevented again and again from ascending the throne?
Who was Rana Pratap?
Why he living in the fool hills of the Aravali mountains?
How has communication
education revolutionized the world?

IV.
V.
VI.

What is the Condition of Indian
Women? How can we solve their Problems?
What is privatization? How for is it related to
Globalization?
What-Steps have been taken in India to promote privatization?
What is the Significance
of the British Consultation paper in Connection with India?
Who was Vikramaditya?
Why was Vikramaditya Known as the greatest judge of India ?

VII

VIlI.
IX.
X.

Q.2 Read the passage carefully and
answer the questions given

below:

(5X2=10)

Labour is the condition which god has
imposed upon us in every station of life. There is nothing
worth having that can be had without it, form the bread which the
peasant wins with the sweat of brow
to the sports by which the rich man tries to shake off his
As for

lethargy.

knowledge, it can no more

be

planted the human mind without labour than a field of wheat can be produced without the previous
use of the plough. There is,
indeed, this great difference, that chance or circumstance may so cause it
that another shall reap what the former sow; but no man can be
deprived whether by accident or
misfortune of the fruits of his own studies; and libral and extended acquisitions of knowledge which the
makes are all for his own use:
n

Question:
What has been imposed upon us by God?
Can you achieve anything without-labour?

I.
.

How can Knowledge be acquired?

V.

What is the importance of labour?

V.

Give a suitable title to the passage.

Q.3. Write an essay on anyone of the following topics: (1X10-10)

I1.

Environmental Pollution.
Corruption in Public Life.
Religion and Politics.

Q.4 Write a précis of the following passage and suggest a Suitable title for it:

IX10=0

Education is a complicated process. Not only teacher, but so
many other agencies also play
important roles in educating the young boys and girls. We are all aware of the influence of the
cinema
on the immature minds of the children How
quickly they imitate the ways of dressing, walking and
talking of their favorite stars. The television to has gained popularity and is not behind in
placing its
pact on children. Various other public activities like elections and
of
meetings political parties also go
a long way in
forming the mental and moral standards. Thus, Ipresent times; teacher is not the sole
agency of education. Besides, education is not free from the trend of
commercialization of every stage.
Q.5 Do as directed any twenty of the

1) Fill

in the blanks

i)

using 'some'

Can I have..

or

following: (20X1=20)

'any' plus a suitable noun:

in my tea? I don't like it black.

i) Iwould Like.

bout
Bhopal, Please.
ii)
get
2) Supply the Correct form of the verb given in the brackets:
iv) This Scissors (IS/are) blunt; give me anothe.
v) The news at last (give/gives) ground for a better future.
vi) The Jury (is/are) expected to retum their verdict later this week.
the hotels in and around
Karan has gone the the bank to

vit) Weather (Change/Changes) all the time.
3) Supply "if' or 'unless' in the following sentences, noticing
carefully the tense Sequence:
vii) She would not have waited.
. y o u had been late.
ix) He would not speak Hindi..
h e comes to India.
.

X

nvassndtpep***.

xi) He'll

.you ring the bell, the servant won't come.

come..

f

you send him the invitation for the

4) Fillin the blanks with suitable prepositions:

xii)

He is

being kept..

xi) He was accused.

xiv) There

is

a

police custody.
.murder.

boom.

xv) The accused was absolved..

Consumer products.
. a l l blame.

5) Change the Voice of the following Sentences:
xvi)
You must iron this dress for tonight.
xvii)
People generally assume that money brings happiness.
xvii) The lion was caught in a trap.
Did the teacher punish you?
xix)
6) Put the following Sentences into reported speech:

xx)
xxi)

Are there any ripe mangoes in the
shop?
Eat
dinner at once orl will

up your

xi) Whata dirty shirt you are wearing!
Fill
in
7)
the blanks with missing relative:

xxii)

Tknow

xxiv

The

Xxv)

am

a

man...ats

book..

you lent

punish you.

raw Vegetables.
me

looking for somebody...

is not

Very interesting.
Can

trust.

party.

Q.6

Provide Synonyms of the following words
(any four):
Warrior, Greed, Clever, Secret, enough, discourse.
b. Provide antonyms
of the following words (any three):
Precious, timid, sorrow, just, wild
c. Make nouns from the
following adjectives (any three):
Strong. gentle, great, tender, poor
a.

4
3
3
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Note: There

3 sections in the
question paper
instruction given in each section, each
are

A,B, & C solve all question according to

question mark is mentioned

E - /Section-A

Note:
1.

Attempt any ten questions.

in this section.

(10x2 20)

What is TCP/IP?

3.

What do you mean by
How can define

4.

What is LLC
5.

bipolar? unipolar.

analogy? digital signal.

protocal?

Why is Hamming code used.
.

7.

Explain the function of transport layer,
What is IPVC addresses.

8
Define the
.

routing protocols.

What is Buffering.
10.

Write the full form of ATM.
11.
12.

What is meant by broad-band network.

Exlpain the VSAT.
13.

www H3T TT THST?

14.

What do you mean by www.?

What is proxy server.
15.

What is electronic
signature.

/Section
Note:
.
2.
3.

Attempt any five questions.
Explain

in this

the types of
computer

section.

networks.

What is transmission media? Explain coaxial cable.
Comment on IEEE 802.

-B

(5x6 30)

4.

Differentiate between TCP and

5.

Short notes on

6.

Comment on-

1.
1.

Gigabit

UDP

following:
2.

Protocols with Example.

Frame Relay 3.

Email f a

SMTP gavnat

7.

X.25

Ethernet ferrae

3

Explain the information technology Act.2000.
-

Note:
1.

Attempt any two questions

in this

/Section C

section.

Explain the switching techniques and this
3.
4.

(2x15 30)

types.

Explain the HDLC? PPP with example.
What is network

layer? Explain principal of congestion. control with
example.

Write a brief note
A. ISDH

5.

Write a brief note
A

C

on

the following.
B. wireless lan aTTd7 d7 C.
Protocal stack

3.TSgI.
on

the following.

e-Commercesa

B

e-governance - T H

cyber offences HI_4R TT-TÈT
Explain parameterized and copy constructor with suitable

example.

steota *s
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Note: There

3

sections in the
paper A,B, & C solve all question
instruction given in cach question
section, each question mark is mentioned
are

according to

3 / Section - A
Note:
I.

Attempt any ten
Write the

very short answer

type questions.

3.

Write the definition of data
types.

4.

What is the vole of variables in a
program.

6.
7.

(10x2

of any fie teatures of C++

name

2.

5.

Explain type conversion.
Write the definition of function.
Write the difference between

object and variable.

What is this

pointer..

What are the

keywords and how many

8.
9.

in Ct+

What is structure.
10.
11.

Write the definition of friend function.
What is function

12.

Write the
13.

14.
15.

overloading.

importance of inline function.

How many types of
polymorphism in C+.
Write any

two

rules for virtual function.

Write the definition of pure virtual function.

/Section
Note:
.

2.
3

21

Attempt any five questions.
Explain class and object with example.
C+
control 7 a FHTSI
Explain decision conatrol statement in C++

B
(Sx4 20)

20)

Explain the orgument passing in function.
5.

Explain contractor and destructor with example.
Discuss the

6.

use to

operator overloading.

Explain multiple inheritable with example.
Discuss the

importance of templates with example.
-/Section -C

Note:
1.

Attempt any two questions

in this

section.

Explain the concept of object oriented programming with suitable example.

2
3.

4

Write the friend class and friend function with example.
Explain the overloading of +operator with proper example.
Write the

5.

example of function overloading using virtual function.

Explain parameterized and copy constructor with suitable example.

(2x10 20)
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There are 3 section in the question paper A,B &C. Solve all question according to instruction given in each section. Mark of
each questions are specified.

Note

a

() Section-A

(2 x10=20)
These are 1S questions, attempt any 10 questions.
1. 3RTeT RREA
yRHTT fYI

Define Operating System.

7TT

2.

T

$?

What is Multi-Tasking?

3. T T 3TrfT frE H TY q

FAA ?

What do you understand by Parallel Operating

System?
4. T

T 3T TT

5. fHTR TUT ?
6.

8? What do you understand by Process?

What is Semaphore?

d ufRHfr7 z6fYI DefineThread.

7. I E a etHTT

T

*? What is difference between Primaryand Secondary

Memory?
8. i f r a y fyotsa dW r7 À

sfAHTa ? What is Meant by Logical and Physical

Address?

9. 4

T

?

What is Framé?

10. SEEK TIME? TUT E? What is SEEK TIME?

11. a5fT TI$? What is BUFFERING?

12.

ya drs fsaEH

yc zaRI Differentiatebetween DEDICATED and

SHARED DEVICE.
13,

T7

14. 7T

TEa

tRr 7T PI

What

are the main Atributes ofa File?

ySR TEI Mantain Various types offiles.

15. i f r va fooîtasa I E EA

IV 7

4 d &?What do you understand by

Logical and Physical File System.

(Section-B
(5 x6 30)
These are 07 questions, attempt any 05 questions.
Mentain its main Function.

Why Operating system is called RESOURCE MANAGER?
EE gk gHTT FATRYI Explain Process STATE and PROCESS TRANSICION.
2. H
P.T.O.

ufoT TcfRAT

go deTaH ANEI Explain SCHEDULING CRITERIA and

4.

ATTT REA

FHITRTI

5.

dT FHHIETIExplin PAGING.

3.

SCHEDULARS.

Explain

SCHEDULING ALGORITMS.

6. DISK STRUCTURE WHHETI Explain DISK STRUCTURE.

7. a T rT HTI Explain ACCESS METHOD.

U (Section-C
(2x 15 30)
These

are

05

questions, attempt any 02 questions.

1. sRT REI
2.

TiTRUT HHSTRYI Explain Clasificationof OPERATINGSYSTEM.

5 ¥ANTEK I Explain DEADLOCK.

3. T r A I FI ? TAEI What is VIRCUAL MEMORY?Explain.
4. fF

HHIEYI Explain DlISK SCHEDULING.

5. 6T TTFH H E TTETRI Explain FREE SPACE MANAGEMENT,
000

